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Core Features

QMetry Test Management for Jira (QTM4J) o�ers complete test management 
capabilities to Agile and DevOps Teams inside Jira at the most competitive price

Deliver better business outcomes with BDD driven testing

QTM4J is built to provide seamless one tool experience of test management inside Jira and still 
having architecturally independent design to add better usability, UI, speed and integration 

possibilities.  QTM4J is intuitive, powerful and light weight test management to provide an ALM 
experience for agile team members such as BA, Testers, Jira admin, PM to work in the comfort of the 

same Jira Interface. This is the only tool within Atlassian Marketplace o�ering embedded
Exploratory Testing that enables easy test case documentation. QTM4J is also the only tool to 

provide the most advanced and comprehensive analytics with 30+ reporting gadgets inside Jira. 

Powerful Test Authoring
capabilities right inside Jira
Create, link & track test cases right inside the Jira; ensuring 
reusability and auditing. QTM4J manages test cases through 
versioning, test data parameterization, custom fields &
workflow customization. It ensures Jira Story Traceability by 
viewing which stories are linked to a test case. 

Test Cycles & Test Plans for Faster Execution
QTM4J enables planning & tracking of release with Test 
Plans. Testers can smartly record executions with Test Cycles 
which combined forms Test Plans. Testers can execute test 
case multiple times while preserving the details of previous 
executions. View Test Cycle execution summary right from 
Test Cycle.
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Most Advanced & Comprehensive
Reporting in Jira 
With 30+ report gadgets, make informed decisions using 
Coverage Analytics, Test Cycle Reports and Traceability 
reports. Leverage QTM4J Analytics to get real-time visibility 
across projects and teams. Build customized dashboard 
widgets and release more confidently by using executive 
coverage, reusability and many other report types.

E�ortless & Intuitive Interface
QTM4J organizes all the artefacts in a folder-based hierarchy. 
Bulk operations such as copy, move, clone, archive to ensure 
easy and fast access. QTM4J allows quick updates with inline 
edits and Wiki mark-up editor . All the artefacts can be quickly 
searched by applying filters; saving filters as Public/Private 
and sorting the results.

Integration and Automation Support

The tool allows easy integration with all major test automation 
and CI/CD frameworks. It provides native BDD support with 
Bitbucket, GitHub, and GitLab using Gherkin Editor. Easily 
import your automation test results directly into Jira, by 
integrating with CI/CD tools like Jenkins and Bamboo, and test 
automation frameworks like QAF, Junit, TestNG, Cucumber, 
Appium, etc.

Automated Test Case Documentation
with Exploratory Testing
You can automatically record all actions and create
documentation with screenshots with integrated exploratory 
testing functionality. Export bug details with screenshots and 
environment details, add assertions, add annotations, and 
record voice memos. It is a quick and intuitive way to document 
your test cases. 

Intuitive and
user friendly

Benefits

Authoring, Versioning
& Auditing

Reusability with
parameterization

Support for
Major Integrations

30+ comprehensive
report gadgets 

Best ROI for Test
Management in Jira

qtm4j


